
An initial concept considering all material discussed in the previous 
section was developed and refined. While currently unfinished, the 
winder (Figure 3) is capable of automatically winding basic coils within 
a set of user-provided specifications so long as filament and a bobbin 
are loaded.

Human assistance is still required, with manual filament changeout, 
feeding start, specification entry, and bobbin loading/unloading. The 
system can be powered from a standard 9V wall power supply.

Through research it was determined that a linear axis and an extending 
element should be involved, as well as a chuck that can rotate the 
bobbin. A welding implement or other adhesive applier to weld down or 
adhere the initial wire filament to conductive electrical contacts would 
significantly assist in reducing production complexity.

Winder components were developed with FreeCAD, an opensource 
computational CAD platform, and printed on a Prusa i3 Mk3s. Code 
was written on in C++ and compiled using the Nix cross platform 
package manager for code reproducibility and project management. 

The material itself could be metal or silicate, but for convenience all 
mechanical components were constructed with plastics. Early 
conceptual models can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. The Arduino 
platform, specifically an Arduino Mega, was chosen for its developer 
friendly and open-source nature. A small OLED display and keypad 
were chosen to streamline development with immediate feedback, 
however, in a final version, diagnostics would be available primarily 
over networked systems and no human interface would be present.

Managing the filament used in electromagnetic actuators becomes 
significantly easier when you begin to abstract them as compressible 
continuous fluids. And while scientifically inaccurate, this abstraction is 
useful; managing filament with pipes and active sections is much less 
computationally expensive than a robotic arm and a computer vision 
system. 

To create an autonomous coil winder inspiration was taken from 
various existing systems that have not eliminated human interference. 
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Figure 1 (left): Initial coil winder 
conceptual model on a 20″ by 15″ 
baseplate.

Humans are very squishy, fragile, and expensive to replace. In 
extraterrestrial colonization in which support infrastructure (such as 
medical, atmospheric, climate regulation, food production, water 
extraction, etc.) is nearly nonexistent, it would be wise to avoid human 
labor as much as possible. In situ resource utilization (ISRU) is a term 
which refers to the generation of consumables for autonomous activities 
from raw materials found on the colonization site. ISRU decreases the 
costs of early colonization, by reducing the amount of equipment you 
need to bring with you down to a few more advanced components such 
as 3D printers, oxidizers, a power supply, some drones, and other 
processing machinery.

Due to the cost of getting prefabricated equipment and materials into 
space, the amount of material a colonizer brings with them should be 
minimized. The quantity of advanced computation (for computer vision) 
and advanced optic (camera) systems will necessarily be limited. It is 
critical to reduce the amount of computation necessary to complete a 
task to the bare minimum. Constraining inputs and outputs to reduce the 
amount of intelligent intervention is one way to go about this.

One of the most critical pieces of machinery for a bootstrapped 
seeded colonization effort is the coil winder. A coil winder creates 
electromagnets, which are the basis of most viable extraterrestrial 
robotic actuators, excluding tentacles, since soft robotics and muscle 
coil have a variety of issues which prohibit their use in more intense 
situations which mainly boil down to temperature management (Sun et 
al., 2019).

Unfortunately, many current amateur and professional industrial 
production systems use significant amounts of human labor and are 
therefore unsuitable for such an essential dependency in early 
colonization.

The objective of this project was to simplify and automate, even 
partially, a coil winder to produce the electromagnets that are so 
essential for extraterrestrial robotics.

A prototype constrained by gravity and utilizing common plastics 
was capable of winding basic coils that could in theory be used to 
actuate a motor.

With more time and research, an improved winder that further 
simplifies and automates winding, with a material feeder, tubes, pipes, 
and other active elements, could be developed. Mechanical computation 
could be developed so that the entire structure could be fabricated in-
situ and made to run off the thermal power readily available in projected 
colonization sites. Adhesion could be solved with a variety of welding 
techniques, and automatic loading and unloading could be simplified to 
add this as an input to an assembly line. 

Unfortunately, to do this, a greater degree of automation in CAD 
applications is necessary. Currently existing CAD software like 
FreeCAD is woefully insufficient for full generation and organization of 
complex electromagnets and actuators - significant amounts of human 
effort need to be applied.

Inspiration could be taken from existing systems such as Antimony, 
an octree based programmable and parametric CAD implementation 
which has a graph editor as a user interface, and OpenSCAD, a coding-
style parametric CAD implementation that unfortunately does not 
support complex surfaces in a meaningful way and could even be 
extended to on-the-spot idea generation for even further expansion.
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Conclusions

Figure 3: Assembled coil winder on a 19.8″ by 7.1″ wooden board

Figure 2 (right): Coil winder 
isometric view of all 3D printed 
parts (from left to right: coil winder 
chuck, carriage components, and 
spool holder)


